DNA vaccination for prostate cancer.
DNA-based cancer vaccines have been used successfully in mice to induce cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) specific for prostate antigens. Translation of a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) DNA vaccine into a phase I clinical trial demonstrated that PSA-specific immune responses could be induced but at a significantly lower level compared with those in mice. To enhance the efficacy of DNA vaccination against prostate cancer, we have explored and optimized intradermal electroporation as an effective way of delivering a PSA DNA vaccine. The results demonstrated that intradermal DNA vaccination using low amounts of DNA, followed by two sets of electrical pulses of different length and voltage, effectively induced PSA-specific T cells. Here we describe in detail how to perform intradermal DNA electroporation to induce high gene expression in skin and, more important, how to induce and analyze PSA-specific T cell responses.